[13:57] Dev_Anand_T: ICANN has promoted its e-learning section on its main page and as part of the website navigation: http://www.icann.org/en/learning/
[13:57] Dev_Anand_T: but in English
[14:05] Adam: I can't lower my hand... sorry!
[14:10] Christopher: Hi! Actually I am looking for the IGF meeting, which apparently is not in Abadare. Where? CW
[14:22] Adam: recuse - is fine
[16:00] Michele_Ney: afternoon girls and boys
[16:00] Matt_Mansel: Afternoon!
[16:00] Steve_Gobin: Good afternoon.
[16:01] Matt_Mansel: Do you know of a dial in number anyone?
[16:02] Michele_Ney: Matt - yes - you on IM?
[16:02] Matt_Mansel: No. On email though?
[16:03] Matt_Mansel: Ah! They are on RC list..
[16:03] Michele_Ney: yes
[16:03] Statton_Ham: Test
[16:09] Bob_Connell: Hello
[16:16] Steve_Gobin: Tim, there is no sound.
[16:16] Bob_Connell: Looks like the right agenda
[16:16] Mountain: Can barely hear the moderator
[16:17] Bob_Connell: I hear nothing. The other room on African nics is very loud.
[16:17] Mountain: I can hear him but the volume needs to come up.
[16:18] Statton_Ham: Tim C sounds fine to me, perhaps could be a little louder
[16:18] Kimberly_AI: Hello all. Tim, I have no sound.
Michele_Ney: volume is fine
Michele_Ney: then again
Michele_Ney: I have a good earpiece :)
Mountain: Probably defense department standard.
Steve_Gobin: No, there is no sound. I disconnected and reconnected and there is still no sound.
Michele_Ney: Steve - dial in - there's no sound on adobe
Michele_Ney: Mountain - nah - just good bluetooth
Statton_Ham: Do we get a fancy certificate if we pass the training course?
Steve_Gobin: What's the number? I was not notified of that.
Michele_Ney: Statton - I want a pony!
Michele_Ney: Steve t'es ou? En Belgique?
Steve_Gobin: Oui, Bruxelles
Michele_Ney: attend - je te file le number belge
Steve_Gobin: Merci.
Mountain: Tu parles francais Michelle, c'est formidable!
Steve_Gobin: C'est bon. Merci.
Steve_Gobin: What is the time in Nairobi now?
Michele_Ney: Steve 32-1-150-0314
Steve_Gobin: 16:21
Michele_Ney: Steve le code est: 6114125
Michele_Ney: Mountain - I can be an offensive noisy PITA in several languages
Steve_Gobin: C'est bon. Merci.
Bob_Connell: I'm listening with passcode 6114125
Bob_Connell: I called 1.866.692.3163 and can hear the discussion.
Bob_Connell: Of course, I'm in Henderson, Nevada, on the Western Edge of the Center of the Universe:-)
Steve_Gobin: Thanks for the information, Bob.
Steven_TECH: remote callers please mute your phones
Mountain: Who has all the background noise?
Michele_Ney: whoever it is please use the mute key - honest
Michele_Ney: or I'll come round and kill your kittens
Statton_Ham: There is background noise!
Michele_Ney: I can hear fine
jberryhill: ...or start dropping telephone callers one by one until it stops
Michele_Ney: lol
Michele_Ney: John you are de man
Steven_TECH: please report sound level coming from Kenya
Statton_Ham: Things appear to have settled down on the line. Sounds ok to me.
Kimberly_Al: No more background noise. I can hear fine now.
Matt_Mansel: Sound coming from Nairobi is OK, but not particularly loud. Need to listen hard.
Mountain: Yes, Reston as well. It's better now.
Steve_Gobin: It is OK for me too.
Kimberly_Al: Had to call in though.
16:33 Steven_TECH: This session is bridge call only. No Internet stream available
16:38 Bob_Connell: BTW, the sound be telephone is now good with no background noise.
16:40 Bob_Connell: Backagain.
16:42 Bob_Connell: Yes, Stephan was saying good things.
16:43 Michele_Ney: Did you all hear me?
16:43 Bob_Connell: Question, can those in the room see the chat stream?
16:43 Matt_Serlin: we did yes
16:43 Kimberly_Al: sound has gone
16:43 Michele_Ney: Is Berryhill talking?
16:43 Alex_Schwer: yes
16:43 Mountain: Volume has become iinaudible again.
16:43 Michele_Ney: can't hear a word
16:43 Matt_Serlin: not that we can hear
16:43 Statton_Ham: I hear Michele but now sound is gone.
16:43 Alex_Schwer: he is
16:43 Matt_Mansel: Cant hear at all
16:43 Michele_Ney: want to type it for us?? :)
16:44 Alex_Schwer: now tim speaking
16:44 Statton_Ham: we hear nothing...
16:44 Michele_Ney: maybe I could just ring SVG on his mobile :)
16:44 Michele_Ney: no audio here
16:44 Matt_Serlin: nothing here
16:44 Steve_Gobin: Same for me.
16:44 Michele_Ney: I heard two words
16:44 Bob_Connell: I heard three words
16:44 Michele_Ney: then nothing
16:45 Michele_Ney: 5 words this time
16:45 Kimberly_Al: another opening?
16:45 Michele_Ney: oh he suspense is killing me
16:45 Matt_Mansel: Same.
16:45 Steven_TECH: NOC here is reporting bit errors
16:45 Statton_Ham: Just heard Tim
16:45 Michele_Ney: yes
16:45 Kimberly_Al: me too
16:45 Steven_TECH: to confirm: people on the bridge hear eachother just fine?
16:45 Matt_Mansel: Yes
16:45 Kimberly_Al: nope
16:45 Michele_Ney: we do when we take ourselves off mute
16:45 Matt_Serlin: last time we spoke up, we could hear each other fine
16:45 Steve_Gobin: Yes, we can hear each other.
16:46 Kimberly_Al: i can off and on
16:46 Statton_Ham: Is that Gray talking?
Michele_Ney: possibly
Kimberly_A: doesn't do me any good though
Michele_Ney: can't hear what he's saying
Statton_Ham: He's cutting in and out
Kimberly_A: yep
Matt_Serlin: mostly out
Michele_Ney: Matt - we need to have a chat next week by the way :)
Matt_Serlin: oh boy...i don't like the sound of that
jberryhill: The group has voted to de-accredit NSI and Godaddy... sorry about the audio
Matt_Mansel: Anytime Michele...drop me an email and I'm all yours...
Michele_Ney: Matt - just following up on that cctld registry issue
Michele_Ney: UDRP etc - damn good idea
jberryhill: The discussion at this point - whether course content should be developed by registrars instead of ICANN in order to avoid 3rd parties relying on course content as ICANN RAA interpretive material
Michele_Ney: Bob - the issue with audioj is known
Steven_TECH: How are people hearing Tim at this time?
Steve_Gobin: It's not perfect but OK anyway.
Bob_Connell: I have raised my hand to ask whether those in the room can see ... I've said what I wanted to say by telephone.
Matt_Mansel: Not the easiest to follow, but getting the gist...
Statton_Ham: The names on the Attendee list keep disappearing and reappearing; weird
Michele_Ney: the audio is getting background noise again
Matt_Serlin: did anyone pick up on what Gray was saying?
Michele_Ney: tim has faded completely
jberryhill: The soundboard tech is working continuously - pic here - http://www.twitpic.com/17wp10
Michele_Ney: and I'm now hearing some weird converstation
Matt_Mansel: :-) 
Kimberly_A: very low and garbled
jberryhill: Steph VG - wants to go in another direction - wondering if icann staff...
Matt_Serlin: good evidence John!
jerryhill: is looking at possibility of
Matt_Mansel: Thats the meeting Michele..the one in Paraguay!
Statton_Ham: Speak up a little Stephane
Michele_Ney: who the hell is NOT on mute?
jerryhill: offsetting fees?
Steve_Gobin: I'm just hearing Stephane right now.
jerryhill: I'm here and I have no idea WTF he's on about
Michele_Ney: ah yeah it's a tax break for us
jerryhill: He wants to write off employee time spent in program?
Alex_Schwer: SVG asking if training expenditurs may be claimed back from local fiscal
[16:53] Michele_Ney: John - it's a tax break
[16:54] Michele_Ney: ALL training in EU is a tax break
[16:54] jberrhill: You need to move to Cayman - no tax
[16:54] Michele_Ney: lol
[16:55] jberrhill: Ah, thanks Michele....
[16:56] Mountain: Frederic can you speak up?
[16:56] jberrhill: Frederick - could also be a point to team up with local registries (cctlds?) for this kind of thing
[16:56] Michele_Ney: ack - get Aflias to pay for my staff's training
[16:56] Michele_Ney: I like that idea ..
[16:56] Michele_Ney: John - I've got several gTLDs in Dublin (officially)
[16:56] jberrhill: Frederick - question 2 -
[16:56] Michele_Ney: audio gone
[16:56] jberrhill: Getting a seal of approval of some kind......
[16:57] jberrhill: What if trainee leaves the company?
[16:57] jberrhill: Tim's response - whether a trainee is at the company...
[16:57] jberrhill: would be a review item at renewal time
[16:57] Michele_Ney: hmmm
[16:58] jberrhill: Tim: could be required to re-take module in response to compliance issues - ICANN re-education camp
[16:58] jberrhill: Gray - run this consultation at the regional meetings
[16:59] jberrhill: Gray: can we leverage this to improve image of registrars.... like "certified compliant thieves"
[17:00] jberrhill: Last call for questions...
[17:01] jberrhill: Wake up Mike Z
[17:01] Kimberly_Al: take advantage!
[17:01] Statton_Ham: I like the "seal" of approval concept too that Berryhill mentioned
[17:01] jberrhill: It's required by the RAA, about as comforting as a mattress tag to consumers
[17:02] Bob_Connell: There is an email from Mason saying this meeting will start after ALAC.
[17:02] Kimberly_Al: nope
[17:02] Kimberly_Al: : ( 
[17:03] Statton_Ham: I saw Mason's note too but told him its already in progress....
[17:03] Michele_Ney: Bob - that's because the RC mailing list server is slow as treacle
[17:03] Bob_Connell: I did too
[17:03] jberrhill: We are here after the ALAC session... yes, the email is correct
[17:03] Kimberly_Al: I have some notes
[17:04] jberrhill: Q from G. Chenoweth.... will this be on the exam?
[17:04] jberrhill: ...or will there be an exam
[17:04] Statton_Ham: I hate multiple choice exams....
[17:04] Bob_Connell: Mason's note showed 06:00 in my mail system. Seems like the real time.
[17:04] jberrhill: Mike Z - remote - the idea is that it will be interactive
jberryhill: Well, bob, then show up an hour later and see if we are meeting then
jberryhill: Frederick - only one person per registrar required?
Bob_Connell: My dog is barking, he wants his breakfast. We are on "California time" here in Henderson, Nevada.
Michele_Ney: What he's saying makes perfect sense
Michele_Ney: sense
jberryhill: Tim: the requirement is "primary contact or designee"
jberryhill: In bob's case, his dog can take the course
Matt_Serlin: agreed...would be a benefit to that
jberryhill: after breakfast, Nairobi time
jberryhill: Matt: (same question, asked again for the hearing impaired)
Michele_Ney: John - you're on a roll
jberryhill: Mountain: self-registrars also required?
jberryhill: Yes, mountain, it is in the RAA
Bob_Connell: Is "
jberryhill: Last call, and the pretty girls are leaving....
Bob_Connell: is "Mountain" the same as Iron Mountain?
Matt_Serlin: thanks John for transcribing
jberryhill: No, it is an pseudonym used by one of those cybersquatting registrars
Matt_Serlin: yes tell Tim that would be appreciated
Michele_Ney: John - you mean "my clients"? 
Mountain: No, last name, just too laze to type the whole thin :)
Mountain: thing
Michele_Ney: /me ducks
jberryhill: Music starts at Simmers in 50 minutes... another question from Frederick
Michele_Ney: can't hear him
jberryhill: Will DNSSEC training be included?
Michele_Ney: ah ok
jberryhill: Chenoweth volunteered to train the entire planet in DNSSEC for free
jberryhill: Tim: we may be talking about multiple training opportunities beyond what is required
Michele_Ney: When his bosss finds out it could get amusing
jberryhill: (actually what is required is "a training program" in the RAA, but never miss an opportunity to lard in more stuff)
Kimberly_Al: thanks Tim
jberryhill: Good night and have a pleasant tomorrow / or dog breakfast whatever
jberryhill: woops - one more question from Gray
jberryhill: Gray - concentrate on required part first and identify minimal compliant set of modules
Bob_Connell: good night irene, good night irene, I'll see you in my dreams.
Bob_Connell: Gosh, I can still raise my hand.
Michele_Ney: John - you mean "my clients"?
Bob_Connell: Gosh, I can still raise my hand.
jberryhill: Gray: wants to get a "trained by NSI" certificate for his registrar?
jberryhill: "I passed the ICANN registrar training course, and all I got was this lousy t-shirt"
Kimberly_AH: I'll have to print that one up
Bob_Connell: Last year I could not spell Injineer and now I are one.
jberryhill: Oh, it's not Frederick- It's Froedrich - Like Igor from Young Frankenstein
jberryhill: (discussion continues on "what else can we do" besides satisfying the contractual requirement we are here to satisfy)